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1. What are the financial instruments your city has been most successful using?

- **FOUNDATIONS**
  - Municipal recurrent tax revenue for direct investment
- **MUNICIPALITY**
  - Municipal policy for environmental compensation in large private urban projects
- **COMP. TAX**
  - Constitutional obligated Federal Government transfers
- **FEDERAL BANKS LOANS**
  - Brazilian development banks loans for infrastructure
- **FEDERAL TRANSFER**
  - Municipal policy for environmental compensation in large private urban projects
- **PPP**
  - Public Private Partnership for feasible infrastructure concession projects
- **MULTILATERAL**
  - Non-reimbursable resources of multilateral agencies for planning, project design and scaling up piloting
- **BANKABLE PROJ.**
  - Large scale sustainability intervention financed by international organizations loans
2. What is the most innovative financing model your city is using / trying to use?

- Effective;
- Fast;
- Result oriented;
- Flexible;
- Measurable.

- Limited.
3. What have been the greatest challenge to adapting this specific instrument?

• coordination;
• recognition as co-financing instrument;
4. What solutions are you using to overcome these challenges?

- Organized civil society participation in sustaining coordination and maintaining the municipality accountable;